Continuous wavelet transforms for the simultaneous quantitative analysis and dissolution testing of lamivudine-zidovudine tablets.
Dissolution testing has a very vital importance for a quality control test and prediction of the in vivo behavior of the oral dosage formulation. This requires the use of a powerful analytical method to get reliable, accurate and precise results for the dissolution experiments. In this context, new signal processing approaches, continuous wavelet transforms (CWTs) were improved for the simultaneous quantitative estimation and dissolution testing of lamivudine (LAM) and zidovudine (ZID) in a tablet dosage form. The CWT approaches are based on the application of the continuous wavelet functions to the absorption spectra-data vectors of LAM and ZID in the wavelet domain. After applying many wavelet functions, the families consisting of Mexican hat wavelet with the scaling factor a=256, Symlets wavelet with the scaling factor a=512 and the order of 5 and Daubechies wavelet at the scale factor a=450 and the order of 10 were found to be suitable for the quantitative determination of the mentioned drugs. These wavelet applications were named as mexh-CWT, sym5-CWT and db10-CWT methods. Calibration graphs for LAM and ZID in the working range of 2.0-50.0 µg/mL and 2.0-60.0 µg/mL were obtained measuring the mexh-CWT, sym5-CWT and db10-CWT amplitudes at the wavelength points corresponding to zero crossing points. The validity and applicability of the improved mexh-CWT, sym5-CWT and db10-CWT approaches was carried out by the analysis of the synthetic mixtures containing the analyzed drugs. Simultaneous determination of LAM and ZID in tablets was accomplished by the proposed CWT methods and their dissolution profiles were graphically explored.